Abstract.
Introduction
This paper is a continuation of the work on Marczewski sets started in [7] . The purpose here is to more clearly establish the relationships between Marczewski sets, sets with the Baire property, and measurable sets. In this paper all spaces considered are uncountable Polish spaces (i.e. complete, separable, and metric) and will usually be referred to as X or Y.
In [6] E. Marczewski defined a set M to have property (s) if every perfect set P contains a perfect subset Q such that either Q ç M or Qn M = 0. Further he defined a set to have property (s ) if every perfect set P contains a perfect subset Q such that QCiM = 0. Sets with property (s) are commonly referred to as Marczewski sets.
The Baire property in the wide sense will be referred to as property Bw , and the Baire property in the restricted sense will be referred to as property Br. Universally measurable sets will be referred to as sets with property U, and universal null sets will be referred to as sets with property U0 . The classes of sets with property (s), sets with property (s ), sets with property Bw , first category sets, sets with property Br, always first category sets, universally measurable sets, universal null sets, Lebesgue measurable sets, and Lebesgue measure zero sets will be denoted as (s), (s ), Bw , FC, Br, AFC, U, U0, Sf, and Sfr espectively. More on these classes of sets can be found in [1] and [2] . Also, C will be used to denote the cardinality of the continuum. Note that 38 = {BJa < c} is an uncountable collection of disjoint Borel sets, so by [7, Theorem 2.2] there exists a set M with property (s ) which intersects each member of 38 and therefore each member of sé . It can be assumed that M intersects each member of 38 only once.
The Kuratowski-Ulam theorem [3] implies that all sets in BW-FC contain a member of sé and therefore intersect M. So M cannot be first category. This example entailed the construction, in X x Y, of a collection of disjoint Borel sets, 38 , such that no first category set and no set of measure zero with respect to (pxv) intersects each member of 38 . In [4] Sierpinski constructed a similar collection of Borel sets in [0,1], such that no Lebesgue measure zero set intersects each member of the collection.
Marczewski sets and operation (A)
In [5] Marczewski showed the following two theorems involving the closure of classes of sets under operation (A). Here N(^) will be used to denote the sets in the class J? whose subsets are also in 3£. The first theorem defines a hull condition for classes of sets.
Theorem 1 (Marczewski). If a class of sets 3? is a a-field and if E ç X there exists a set K e J? such that E ç K and if L e 5? containing E then (K -L) e N(Jf), then X is closed under operation (A).
Theorem 2 (Marczewski). If a class of sets 5? isa a-field and satisfies the c.c.c, then 5f is closed under operation (A). Now in [6] Marczewski was able to use a direct and simple proof to show that sets with property (s) are closed under operation (A), and so he did not need to use his previous theorems. This was pointed out to the author by John C. Morgan, of California State University at Pomona. Here these theorems are used to help show the differences and similarities between some of the classes of sets mentioned earlier.
First it is easy to see that Bw and S? satisfy the conditions of both theorems. The set constructed in Example 1 can be used to demonstrate that Br and U do not satisfy the hull condition of Theorem 1. This follows from the fact that such a set M would have to be in Br -AFC or U -UQ and contain a perfect subset not intersecting the set from Example 1. Since any Cantor set can be divided into continuum many disjoint Cantor sets, it is easy to see that (s), Br, and U do not satisfy the c.c.c. It is obvious that (s) is a a-field, as shown by Marczewski. It will now be shown that (s) satisfies the hull condition of Theorem 1. A set M is Bernstein relative to a perfect set P if both M n P and P -M intersect every perfect subset of P. Theorem 3. If Z C X then there exists a set S containing Z such that S has property (s), and if P is a perfect subset of X -Z then \P n S\ < C.
Proof. Suppose Z ç X. Let 3s = {P ç X\P is perfect}, let sé = {A e 3°\Z
is Bernstein relative to A or A c Z}, and let 38 = {B e 3°\B n Z = 0}. Note that if sé is empty, then Z will have property (s ) and the theorem is trivial. Also note that if 38 is empty, the theorem is similarly trivial. Now if both sé and 38 are nonempty, then \sé\ = \38\ -C. Also note that (sé n 38) = 0 and that if A e sé and B e 38, then A n B is at most countable. Further note that if D e 3s -(sé U 38), then D will contain a perfect subset D' e (sé u 38). Now let sé = {Aja < c} and 38 = {BJa < c}. Define S = Z u (\Ja<Ma -U"<0 Bß)) = üa<c((Aa U Z) -\Jß<a Bß). Now to show S has property (s) assume P is a perfect set. If P = Aa e sé then \P -S\ = \Aa -S\< \Aa n (\Jß<a Bß)\ < c > therefore P will contain a perfect subset Q such that Q Q S. If P = Ba e 38 then \PnS\ = \Ba n S\ = \Ba n (Uyj<Q^)l < C, so P contains a subset Q such that QnS = 0. If P e 3a -(sé li 38) then P will contain a perfect subset P' e (sé u 38) and therefore a perfect subset Q such that QQ S or Qr\S = 0 . Therefore S has property (s) and \Sf)B\<C for each Be 38 .
Corollary 1. If Z ç X then there exists a set S containing Z such that S has property (s), and if E is any other set with property (s) containing Z then S -E has property (s ). Proof. Let S be the set constructed in Theorem 3. If T is any other Marczewski set containing Z , then S-T will be totally imperfect and will therefore have property (s ).
Now it has been shown that Bw and SP satisfy the conditions of both Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. Also it has been shown that Br and U do not satisfy the conditions of either theorem, while (s) meets the conditions of Theorem 1 but not the conditions of Theorem 2.
